DOT Inspection

When at the weigh station or in contact with law enforcement, have officers follow the instructions below to verify your HOS log status.

Instructions for Driver and Officer

This section shows officers how to access driver and vehicle
information, including current log and previous day log and
location details.

View a Drivers Logs

1. From the “ELD” Screen, touch

and select DOT Inspection.

2. S how your driver logs list to the DOT Officer.

View Unassigned Drive Events

A red badge number next to the “Unassigned Drive Time” icon
indicates that there are unassigned drive events in the ELD.
1. From the “ELD” Screen, touch
2. T
 ouch

and select DOT Inspection.

.

3. V
 iew the unassigned drive time logs to the DOT Officer.

View Log Summary

The “Logs Summary” screen displays information about your
current duty status and a summary of your duty status hours.
1. From the “ELD” screen touch Logs
2. T
 ouch

.

. The “ELD Logs Summary” screen is displayed.

Accessing Current and Previous Day Logs

The “Log Details” screen displays a more detailed breakdown of
log records for a particular day. This screen allows you to review
your log in full detail, add comments, and review any “Suggested
Edits” made by your fleet administrator.
1. From the “ELD” screen touch Logs

.

2. T
 o select a log from the list, touch the Date.
3. S wipe up or down on the screen to view the Log Header,
Log Graph, and Log Grid.
4. Select Previous Day or Next Day to navigate between logs.
5. T
 ouch the Back Arrow to navigate back to the “ELD” screen

Transfer your Logs to a DOT Officer

1. From the “ELD” screen, touch and select DOT Inspection.
2. Touch the transfer logs button

.

3. Select Email or Web Service then press OK.
4. S elect Email or Web Service, enter comment up to 60
characters to describe the log transfer (e.g., date range of logs
transferred and inspecting officer’s name/ID number)
and select OK.
If using Email the driver can enter address for delivery
(e.g. Joe@telematics.com).
5. D
 evice will send logs to designated web service or email
address and display pop up dialogue prompt when the log
transfer has been successful. Select the OK button.

Electronically Signing HOS Logs

You must review and certify that each log’s information is true
and correct. You will be prompted to sign your logs during Logoff.
1. From the “ELD” screen,touch

.

2. Select the log you want to sign.
3. Review your logs to make sure all the information is correct,
and touch

.

4. Y
 ou will be prompted to certify your entries and data. Touch
Password field.
5. E
 nter your PIN and touch Done.
6. Touch Sign Log . A confirmation message appears.
7. T
 ouch OK.

Note: Once your log is signed, “Log Signed” is displayed at the
top of the log header.

Duty Status Changes
Manual Duty Status Change

To change a status, drivers must be logged in to ELD.
1. F
 rom the “Home Screen,” touch ELD
2. Touch Change Status

.

.

3. T
 ouch a status to change your current status:

ELD Malfunctions
Automated Changes for “Driving” and
“On Duty” Statuses

(Note: The system does not automatically change the driver’s
status to “Driving” if the driver is in “Personal Conveyance”
or “Yard Moves” status. This must be changed manually
by the driver.)
As soon as the vehicle detects motion, the ELD automatically
changes the “Active Driver” duty status as “Driving” in the
driver logs. Per the FMCSA, the ELD shall automatically
change the “Active Driver” to “Driving” upon the start of
the vehicle in-motion.



On Duty



Off Duty



Personal Conveyance



Break Time



Yard Moves



Sleeper Berth

When the vehicle is stationary for more than 5 minutes,
the driver’s “Driving” status is changed to “On Duty (ND)”
and the following message appears:



Driving

CHANGED Driver XXXX TO On Duty (ND)



Adverse Driving

You have one minute to touch one of the following:



Emergency

CNCL (cancel), OK or EDIT.

A notification of the status change will flash across the bottom of
the screen and status icon at the top of the screen will change.

Note: Personal Conveyance and Yard Moves are configured by
your Administrator.

Violation Warnings

The system will warn of pending “Driving” and “On Duty”
violations 60, 30, 15, 5 minutes before the actual violation.
Once a violation occurs a notification message will appear on
the screen and the status icon will turn red. All violations are
transmitted to a supervisor.

Extending “Driving” Time
(Adverse Driving Conditions)

Adverse Driving is not an HOS status. This option extends “Driving“
time by two (2) hours.
1. N
 avigate to the ELD “Homescreen”.
2. Touch Change Status
3. T
 ouch Adverse Driving

.
.

“CNCL” keeps the status in “Driving.” If “OK” is selected,
the status is changed to “On Duty” and the following
message appears.
CHANGED Driver TO On Duty (ND) ON 05/01/12 AT 16:20

Create or Edit Manifest Information
1. F
 rom the “ELD Screen” touch
2. Touch

.

“Manifest”

3. Touch

each field listed to enter information: Manifest,
Commodity, Shipper, Special Instructions.
3. T
 he keyboard appears. Use the keypad to enter
the information.
4. T
 ouch the keyboard icon to close the keyboard or use
Next and Done to fill out all fields (if applicable).
5. T
 ouch

to submit the information.

Note: To edit or delete an entry, repeat step 2 through 5.
Use
to delete or make changes.

ELD Malfunction Indicator

The malfunction indicator is located at the upper-right corner of the
driver display within the DRIVE app. This icon alerts drivers when the
ELD solution is malfunctioning and paper logs are necessary. If the
icon is red, the electronic logging device is not working properly.
The driver must follow FMCSA rule 395.15(f) and recreate the current
and past seven days of HOS duty status logs on paper.
Good
Warning
Malfunction

Note: You will also get a prompt to pull over and switch to
paper logs.
In accordance with the FAQ section of the FMCSA website, if the ELD
malfunctions, drivers must:
1. N
 ote the malfunction of the ELD and provide written notice of
the malfunction to the motor carrier within 24 hours. Swipe up
from the bottom of the screen to view the “ELD Malfunction”
notification and details (vehicle must be stationary).
2. R
 econstruct the record of duty status (RODS) for the current
24-hour period and the previous seven consecutive days, and
record the records of duty status on graph-grid paper logs that
comply with 49 CFR 395.8, unless the driver already has the
records or retrieves them from the ELD.
3. Continue to manually prepare RODS in accordance with 49 CFR
395.8 until the ELD is serviced or malfunction has cleared, and
ELD is back in compliance.

Note: For more information, visit- https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/
faq/what-must-driverdo-if-there-eld-malfunction

Electronic Logging Device (ELD) and Driver Vehicle
Inspection Reports (DVIR)
Quick Reference Guide

When Should I be Concerned?

An ELD must monitor compliance with ELD Technical requirements
and detect malfunctions and data inconsistencies. You should be
concerned about your device when:
• If it is continuous (24hrs or more)
• If you cannot login to the in-cab display.
• If you are not able to keep logs compliant. (Missing data such as
duty status, engine hours, odometer)

Note: Must be in On Duty status in order to have
option available

Call 1.800.ITS.HELP (1.800.487.4357)
for questions about the product.

Logon & Off

Unassigned Drive Time

Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports (Dvir)

Managing Logs

Hours Of Service (HOS)

Logon (Drivers and Support Personnel)

Unassigned Drive Time

Getting Started

Reviewing a Suggested Edit

Driver Best Practices

1. From the “ELD” screen,touch

• Confirm your initials are in the top corner before driving.

Note: You must have a Driver ID and Personal Identification
Number (PIN) set up in DIRECTOR to log on to the ELD application.
If you don’t have these, contact your fleet administrator.

The “unassigned Drive Time” page displays event records that are
not assigned to any other drivers. This may occur because of one
of the following:

1. Turn on the vehicle and display will power on. A “Warning” pop-up
message will appear on the screen noting that your vehicle is either
in “Automobile” or “Truck” mode.

• A
 driver forgets to log on to the device and begins to drive.

2. T
 ouch Agree. You can also touch Switch Mode to change.

• T
 he ELD malfunctions and does not allow the drivers to log on.

3. From the DRIVE home screen, touch Log On

• T
 he device is not in the vehicle and vehicle begins to move.

.

4. From the “Driver Logon” screen, enter your Driver ID and PIN.
5. Touch Log On.
6. T
 ouch

to open the ELD Home Screen

Note: Keep your PIN confidential to prevent unauthorized access
to your personal HOS records. When a support personnel logs
on to the device it will not record ELD data for the personnel
member.

The ELD will notify you when there are unassigned drive time
events and it will prompt you to review them.

Note: All Support Personnel need to Logon to the display
before moving the vehicle.

Claim an Unassigned Drive Time

You can claim an “Unassigned Drive Time” event if the log record
should belong to you.
1. From the “ELD” screen, touch

Log Off

When you leave your vehicle, you must log off to secure your logs.
1. From the home screen, touch Log Off
message appears.

• A
 support personnel forgets to log on to the device and begins
to drive.

. A confirmation

2. S elect the “Off Duty” status and touch Yes.

Note: If you have any unsigned logs or incomplete DVIRs, you will
be prompted to complete them first before you log off.

Inactivity Timer

If there is 30 consecutive minutes of No Interaction, No Inactivity,
No Motion the display will time out in order to protect the integrity
of your logs. You will be prompted to enter your password in order
to regain access to the ELD features.

2. Touch

.

.

3. S elect the unassigned drive time event(s) that you want
to claim.
4. T
 ouch Assign
. Your logs will be updated to include the
unassigned drive time event.

Note: Multiple events can be claimed together by touching
multiple items on the list. Always double check before
claiming to avoid claiming the wrong unassigned drive event.

Missing Location on Driver Log

If the ELD notifies you about an error with acquiring a GPS
location, you can go to your driver logs and enter the missing
location for a particular record.
1. From the “ELD” screen, touch

2. T
 ouch the password field to open the keyboard.

2. Select a log marked with

3. Enter your PIN and touch Done. The keyboard will close.

3. Scroll down to the logs grid and touch the “Location” field.

4. Touch OK to submit your password.

4. Enter the city and state for the log record and touch Submit.

5. The display will unlock and open the ELD home screen.

Note: The ELD will check the entry against the database
for authenticity before the entry is saved and the log
record is updated.

of the screen.

1. From the DRIVE home screen, touch Log On

.

.
.

Creating Pre-Trip Inspections

Before driving a vehicle, you are required to review the last
submitted DVIR and confirm that the vehicle is in satisfactory
condition and is safe to operate.

Note: To access logs, drivers must be logged in to ELD.
.

• Do not move vehicle without display connected.

Note: A “Post-Trip Inspection Report” must be created before
you can complete a “Pre-Trip Inspection.”

2. Touch

3. Select the date of the log to review the suggestion.

• Sign Logs prior to handing display to officer.

3. Touch Yes. The “Inspection Report” list opens.

1. F
 rom the home screen, touch DVIR.

4. Scroll down and view the record details.

• Driver must be logged in for Officer to review logs.

2. Select the most recent inspection.

5. Touch

• Log Off at the end of each day.

3. R
 eview any remarks made by a driver or a mechanic.

6. Touch Approve if the suggested edits are correct.

At the end of your working day or during an equipment change, you
are required to complete and submit a “Post-Trip Inspection.” This is
to ensure that the vehicle is in satisfactory condition and is safe for
other drivers to operate.

4. T
 ouch

7. Enter a comment for approving the suggestion.

1. F
 rom the home screen, touch DVIR.

7. T
 ouch

2. Touch

8. R
 eview the details and select one of the following options:

Post Trip Inspection

. The “Post-Trip Inspection” opens.

5. T
 ouch

to add your own remarks.
.

6. E
 nter your remarks and touch

.

to proceed to the “Confirmation” screen.



• Do not move displays between vehicles.

2. Driver will receive prompt “Do you want to complete your
DVIR now?”

. The “Suggested Edits” pop-up appears.

8. T
 ouch OK. The suggested edit will be saved and will be
recorded on your log.

Note: To Reject an edit, touch Reject and enter a comment.

Enter Comments on a Log

Viewing and Sending Messages
To view new messages:
1. T
 ouch
. The “Inbox” opens. New messages are listed
in bold.
2. Touch a message to select. The “Message” screen opens.
3. Touch

to Reply or Delete the message.

3. S wipe up or down to view the items listed on the checklist.

• Vehicle condition satisfactory. No safety-affecting defects.

4. Inspect the vehicle/tractor and trailer(s). Touch the boxes to note
any defect(s).

• Vehicle condition unsatisfactory. Repair required.

5. T
 ouch the “Trailer 1” and “Trailer 2” tabs to access the trailer
checklist. You can change the trailer names by tapping and
holding the trailer tabs.

• Vehicle condition satisfactory. I have corrected defects.

You can enter or edit a comment to any of your log records to
account for changes, such as stop address, pick-up comments,
fueling, etc.

9. T
 ouch

1. From the “ELD” screen, touch Driver Logs.

1. Touch

2. Select a log record to enter a comment.

2. Draft Message and touch Done.

3. In the log grid, identify the log item you want to add a comment
to and touch
.

3. Touch Send.

6. T
 ouch
7. T
 ouch

to add your own remarks.
.

8. E
 nter your remarks touch Done.
9. R
 eview and touch
10. T
 ouch

to confirm.

to proceed to the “Confirmation” screen.

11. R
 eview the details and select one of the following options:
• Vehicle condition satisfactory. No safety-affecting defects.
• Vehicle condition unsatisfactory. Repair required.
• Vehicle condition satisfactory. I have corrected defects.

1. Touch the Driver ID from the Driver List.

Note: You are inactive if you see “Non Driver” at the top

Drivers or mechanics who want to view, create, or update a DVIR
must first log on to the ELD app.

12. T
 ouch

to submit the report.

A detailed view of the electronic inspection checklist.

to submit the report.

Mechanic Update

The mechanic can view the last submitted post-trip inspection,
add comments, and update the vehicle’s condition.
1. F
 rom the “Driver Logon” screen, enter your Driver ID and PIN.
2. Touch Log On.

To send a message:
Touch New

4. Enter comment and touch OK.

Note: Comments can be entered while doing a manual
status change.

3. F
 rom the home screen, touch DVIR.
4. S elect a report with a status “Repair Required”. It’s also
denoted by a .

Note: Drivers should not use this feature to log their Hours of
Service. Drivers must log in via the ELD App anytime they are
inside the vehicle.

For more on messaging, including navigation, see the
Teletrac Navman Drive Navigation and Messaging User Guide.

